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Abstract

We are interested in the multi-modeling and simulation of complex systems, that is representing a complex system as a set of interacting models and simulating it with a co-simulation approach. Representing and simulating the multi-model of a complex system requires to integrate heterogeneity at several levels (representations, formalisms, simulation software, models' interactions...). In this article, we present our approach that consists of combining the DEVS formalism and multi-agent concepts in order to achieve these requirements. The use of the DEVS formalism enables a rigorous integration of models described with heterogeneous formalisms and a rigorous simulation protocol. Multi-agent concepts ease the description of multi-perspective integration and the reuse of existing heterogeneous simulators. We detail the combination of both in the AA4MM approach and illustrate its use in a proof of concept.
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1 Introduction

In this article, we are interested in the design and the study of complex systems. Such systems are characterized by "a great number of heterogeneous entities, among which local interactions create multiple levels of collective structure and organization" [4].

Simulation is an important tool for this activity because it allows testing different alternatives and different scenarios while limiting experimentation costs. Most modeling questions about complex systems can only be answered by representing the system as a set of interacting models: a multi-model. Such a multi-model may be heterogeneous as composed of models written in different formalisms, implemented in different
simulation software, and interacting in different ways. The problem is then to integrate this heterogeneity.

Siebert et al. [17] introduced the Agent & Artifact for Multi-Modeling (AA4MM) approach. They proposed multi-agent concepts to describe an heterogeneous multi-model, and they relied on the Discrete EVent System Specification (DEVS) formalism [27] to conceive a decentralized execution algorithm that respects causality constraints. However, this approach considered only one application case: the structural coupling of models for mobile ad-hoc networks study [12]. Within this scope, the co-simulation algorithm was simplified with respect to the DEVS possibilities.

As a consequence, whereas the multi-agent paradigm of AA4MM provides the concepts required to represent a complex system multi-model, the capabilities of DEVS to formalize and simulate such a multi-model were not fully exploited in this approach, and therefore, limit the application domain of AA4MM.

In this article, we present a generalization of this approach to cover the study of other complex systems. We systematically describe the mapping of the DEVS concepts to the AA4MM ones and the implementation of the Chandy-Misra-Bryant algorithm [3] [1] for DEVS within AA4MM.

The following section presents the challenges related to multi-modeling and co-simulation of complex systems. Section “The DEVS formalism for multi-modeling” rapidly positions DEVS as a integration formalism for heterogeneous multi-model. Section “The AA4MM approach” underlines the principles of AA4MM. Section “The AA4MM meta-model” introduces the meta-model of AA4MM and how we map it with DEVS. Section “The AA4MM Simulation Middleware : implementing multi-agent concepts according to the DEVS simulation protocol” details how we translate the parallel conservative DEVS algorithm to specify and implement the AA4MM software. Finally, section “Proof of concept” illustrates with a proof of concept showing the ability of this generalization to describe and simulate an heterogeneous multi-model.

2 Requirements for multi-modeling and multi-simulation

In this section, we detail the key requirements related to complex system multi-modeling and simulation.

**Multi-perspective integration:** the multi-model may represent the target system with models at different temporal and/or spatial scales, and with different levels of resolution. Such multi-level representation could be needed, for instance, when there is a lack of expressiveness of one level and a second one is required; when available data explicitly refer to different levels of representation; or when the modeling question is explicitly to study the mutual influences between the coupled levels dynamics. Aggregation and disaggregation operations are required to pass from a level to another one [11].

**Multi-formalism integration:** the representation of a complex system may require the integration of models written in different formalisms [21]. At the execution level, this formalism heterogeneity implies dealing with different scheduling policies: cyclic or variable time-steps, and event-based.

**Simulation software interoperability:** the models composing the multi-model
may be already implemented in different simulation software. These models and their implementations constitute an expertise that must be capitalized. That’s why reusing these models without implementing them again is required. Interoperability processes are required to manage exchange of data between these heterogeneous software. [5]

**Dynamic simulation adaptation:** dynamically modifying a multi-model may be required during the simulation of a multi-model. For instance, if the models represent different parts of the system’s state space [8], or when emerging conditions promote the use of another model than the current used one [25] [24]. Monitoring the simulation, selecting the appropriate model, and switching of model during the simulation is required.

To sum-up, multi-modeling a complex system requires to integrate heterogeneity at several levels (representations, formalisms, simulation software, models’ interactions…). In the following section, we investigate the ability of the DEVS formalism to represent and simulate an heterogeneous multi-model.

3 The DEVS formalism for multi-modeling

The DEVS formalism [27] is the most general formalism for discrete event model. An important feature of this formalism is that it can integrate all other formalisms [20].

Within the DEVS formalism, each model of the multi-model is described as a DEVS atomic model. This atomic model which has input and output ports, has a sufficiently generic behavior to represent other formalism ones. The multi-model corresponds to a DEVS coupled model. Figure 1 and table 1 show an example of a multi-model described with a simplified flattened version of DEVS.

![Figure 1: A multi-model composed of three models $m_1$, $m_2$ and $m_3$ as a DEVS coupled model (here described with a simplified flattened version of DEVS).](image)

Once formalized in DEVS, the heterogeneous multi-model can be simulated thanks to the DEVS simulation protocol. This simulation protocol includes parallel and sequential simulation algorithms.

The DEVS formalism explicitly addresses the multi-formalism integration. However, whereas DEVS is compatible with the other requirements of section “Requirements for multi-modeling and multi-simulation”, it does not provide explicit solution to:

- models reuse, and the interoperability between their simulators [19] [10];
Atomic models $M_d = \{m_1, m_2, m_3\}$

Atomic models’s interconnections $IC = \{(1,1), (2,2), (1,2), (3,1), (2,1), (1,1), (3,1), (2,1)\}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atomic models</td>
<td>$M_d = {m_1, m_2, m_3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic models’s interconnections</td>
<td>$IC = {(1,1), (2,2), (1,2), (3,1), (2,1), (1,1), (3,1), (2,1)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Formalization of the coupled model of figure 1 in a simplified flattened version of DEVS.

- the use of operations like aggregation or disaggregation, to pass from a perspective of the target system to another one [16];
- the processes of dynamic simulation adaptation. [26]

In following sections, we present the AA4MM approach and how it combines DEVS with multi-agent concepts to fulfill the requirements listed above.

4 The AA4MM approach

AA4MM [17] aims to describe systems as a set of heterogeneous models (namely a multi-model). It proposes a meta-modeling approach based on the multi-agent metaphor to describe a heterogeneous multi-model.

Based on the linguistic levels of [13] and the multi-perspective modelling of [16], we specify the AA4MM’s approach as follows (see Figure 2). At the meta-model level, we define a language tailored for the description of heterogeneous multi-models. A multi-model can be then simulated at the simulators level using the AA4MM middleware. This middleware implements the meta-models’ concepts and, therefore, can be automatically configured based on a AA4MM multi-model description.

Within the AA4MM meta-model, a multi-model is described with multi-agent concepts. These concepts are combined with the DEVS formalism in order to achieve multi-formalism integration. The concepts are graphically represented (detailed in section “The AA4MM meta-model”) and associated with semantic and syntactic constraints guaranteeing a non ambiguous description [18].

At the simulation level, the multi-model is simulated with a co-simulation approach thanks to the AA4MM simulation middleware. Within this middleware, the meta-model’s concepts are implemented according to DEVS simulation protocol for coordinating the simulators’ execution and managing interactions between models.

5 The AA4MM meta-model

5.1 Generalities

The AA4MM meta-model relies on the multi-agent paradigm to envisage a multi-model as a set of interacting models: each couple model/simulator corresponds to an agent, and the data exchanges between the simulators correspond to the interactions
between the agents. Originality toward other multi-agent multi-model approaches is to consider the interactions in an indirect way within the Agents and Artifacts (A&A) paradigm [15].

Within this paradigm, artifacts support models’ interactions as processes outside of the models and express them independently of the models’ internal functioning. As a consequence, the simulators interoperability issue is managed by the artefacts. The multi-perspective integration issue is managed as a transformation service of the artefact in charge of the interaction between models.

Moreover, the concept of autonomous agent has been shown [26] to be sufficiently expressive to describe the monitoring of a multi-model and its dynamical adaptation during a simulation.

5.2 Multi-agent Concepts of the meta-model

AA4MM relies on four concepts to describe a multi-model:

- A **model** $m_i$ is a partial representation of the target system implemented in a simulator $s_i$ (symbol in Figure 3d).

- An **m-agent** $A_i$ manages a model $m_i$ and is in charge of interactions of this model with the other ones (symbol in Figure 3a).

- An interaction from an m-agent $A_i$ to an m-agent $A_j$ is reified by a **coupling artifact** $C_{ij}$ (symbol in Figure 3b). A coupling artifact $C_{ij}$ has two roles: for $A_i$, it is an **output coupling artifact**, whereas for $A_j$ it is an **input coupling artifact**. The coupling artifacts can transform the data exchanged between the models using operations that can be for instance, spatial and time scaling operations, or aggregation and disaggregation operations [2].

- The **model artifact** $I_i$ reifies interactions between an m-agent $A_i$ and its model $m_i$ (symbol in Figure 3c).
Figure 3: Symbols of the AA4MM components (a) m-agent $A_i$, (b) coupling artifact $C_{ij}$, (c) model artifact $I_i$, (d) model $m_i$.

Figure 4: A multi-model described with AA4MM.

Figure 4 is the equivalent of the multi-model of figure 1 described with the AA4MM meta-model.

Different kinds of m-agents with different behaviors exist depending on the models coupling. For instance, co-evolution m-agents coordinate the models execution with other ones, whereas sequential m-agents monitor and dynamically adapt the multi-model during the simulation. In this article, we restrict to the co-evolution m-agent.

In the following section, we present how these concepts are combined with the DEVS formalism in order to manage multi-formalism integration.

5.3 Combining multi-agent concepts with the DEVS formalism

We map the AA4MM multi-model with the DEVS formalism as follows. Each m-agent $A_i$ sees its model $m_i$ as a DEVS atomic model thanks to its model artefact $I_i$. Therefore, $I_i$ acts as a DEVS wrapper [14] for $m_i$. Each coupling artifact $C_{ij}$ between the m-agents $A_i$ and $A_j$ corresponds to an interconnection between the models $m_i$ and $m_j$.

In AA4MM, an m-agent only has a local knowledge of the coupled model’s interconnections. The coupled model’s interconnections set IC is split such as an m-agent $A_i$ only knows:

- which input coupling artifact corresponds to its model’s input ports. We define the set of input links $IN_i$ of $A_i$ as being composed of the couples $(j, k)$ mapping the input coupling artifact $C_{ij}^k$ with the input port $x_{ik}^k$.

- which output coupling artifact corresponds to its model’s output ports. We define the set of output links $OUT_i$ of $A_i$ as being composed of the couples $(n, j)$.
mapping the output port $y^n_i$ with the output coupling artifact $C^i_j$.

The connection of the output ports of a model $m_i$ with the input ports of a model $m_j$ is done by the coupling artifact $C^i_j$.

The link from a model $m_i$ to a model $m_j$ (noted as $L^i_j$) corresponds to the tuple $(n, k, o^{i,n}_{j,k})$. It maps the output port $y^n_i$ with the input port $x^k_j$ and applies the $o^{i,n}_{j,k}$ operation to transform the event between these two models representation. By default, an operation corresponds to the identity operation $id$. Table 2 shows how the coupled model of table 1 is described within AA4MM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output links of $m_1$</td>
<td>$\text{OUT}_1 = {(1, 2), (2, 3)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input links of $m_1$</td>
<td>$\text{IN}_1 = {(2, 1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output links of $m_2$</td>
<td>$\text{OUT}_2 = {(1, 1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input links of $m_2$</td>
<td>$\text{IN}_2 = {(1, 2), (3, 1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output links of $m_3$</td>
<td>$\text{OUT}_3 = {(1, 2)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input links of $m_3$</td>
<td>$\text{IN}_3 = {(1, 1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links from $m_1$ to $m_2$</td>
<td>$L^1_2 = {(1, 2, o^{3,1}_{2,2})}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links from $m_1$ to $m_3$</td>
<td>$L^1_3 = {(2, 1, o^{3,1}_{2,2})}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links from $m_2$ to $m_1$</td>
<td>$L^2_1 = {(1, 1, o^{1,1}_{2,1})}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links from $m_3$ to $m_2$</td>
<td>$L^2_3 = {(1, 1, o^{1,1}_{2,2})}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Formalization of the coupled model of figure 1 and Table 1 in the AA4MM formalism.

In the next section, we present how the multi-agent concepts of the AA4MM meta-model are implemented in the AA4MM middleware, according to the DEVS simulation protocol.

## 6 The AA4MM Simulation Middleware: implementing multi-agent concepts according to the DEVS simulation protocol

In this section we present the operational specification of the AA4MM middleware. This section is articulated as follows. Section “Events communication through the environment” is concerned with m-agents communication through the artifacts. Section “M-agents’ coordination through the environment” is concerned with the co-simulation coordination.

### 6.1 Events communication through the environment

In AA4MM, the environment is the medium of m-agents’ communications. According to the A&A paradigm, this environment is composed of artifacts.
A model artifact \( A_i \) contains primitives to manipulate a simulation software. This artifact acts as a DEVS wrapper for the simulator. It implements the function of the DEVS simulation protocol by the following functions.

- **init()** initializes the model \( m_i \). It sets the parameters and the initial state of the model.

- **processExternalEvent(\( e_{in}, t_i, x_{i}^{k} \))** processes the external input event \( e_{in} \) at simulation time \( t_i \) in the \( k^{th} \) input port of \( m_i \), \( x_{i}^{k} \).

- **processInternalEvent(\( t_i \))** processes the internal event of the model \( m_i \) scheduled at time \( t_i \).

- **getOutputEvent(\( y_{i}^{k} \))** returns \( e_{out}^{k} \), the external output event at the \( k^{th} \) output port of \( m_i \), \( y_{i}^{k} \).

- **getNextInternalEventTime()** returns the time of the earliest scheduled internal event of the model \( m_i \).

These functions have to be defined for each simulation software.

The coupling artifact functioning ensures the decentralized events communication between the m-agents.

A coupling artifact \( C_{i} \) works like a mailbox: the artifact has a buffer of events where the m-agents can post their external output events and get their external input events. \( C_{i} \) proposes the post(\( e_{out}^{k} \)) function to \( A_i \). This function stores and transforms (according to \( C_{i} \)’s operation) the external output event \( e_{out}^{k} \) of output port \( y_{i}^{k} \), in the artifact’s buffer. \( C_{i} \) proposes three functions to \( A_j \):

- **getEarliestEvent(\( k \))** returns the earliest external input event for the \( k^{th} \) input port of \( m_j \), \( x_{j}^{k} \).

- **getEarliestEventTime(\( k \))** returns the time of the earliest external event for the \( k^{th} \) input port of \( m_j \), \( x_{j}^{k} \).

- **removeEarliestEvent(\( k \))** removes from the artifact’s buffer the earliest external event for the \( k^{th} \) input port of \( m_j \), \( x_{j}^{k} \).

### 6.2 M-agents’ coordination through the environment

According to our multi-agent approach, each m-agent is an autonomous entity. Therefore, the m-agents perform the simulation of a multi-model in a parallel way.

A parallel simulation of a multi-model must respect the causality constraint: each atomic model must process its events (internal and external) in an increasing temporal order [9, 27].
Two types of approaches exist to fulfill the causality constraint [7]:

- **Conservative approaches** consist of insuring that the causality is never broken during the simulation.

- **Optimistic approaches** consist of letting the models execute without taking care of the causality constraint, detecting when the causality constraint is broken and then rolling back the simulation to this point.

The optimistic approaches require all the simulators to have a roll back capability implemented either with a state saving or inverse computation strategy [7]. As this requirement strongly restricts the type of the simulators which can be used, we have made the choice in the current AA4MM specification to take a conservative approach. The parallel conservative DEVS simulator is based on the principle of the Chandy-Misra-Bryant algorithm [3][1]. Proofs that this algorithm is deadlock free and respects the causality constraint can be found in [27]. The advantage of this algorithm for the AA4MM approach is that it is fully decentralized. It is then compatible with the multi-agent paradigm of the AA4MM meta-model.

We translate this algorithm in the AA4MM’s concepts as follows.

The behavior of each m-agent corresponds to the DEVS conservative parallel simulator’s one. Each m-agent \( A_i \) shares in its environment its own Earliest Output Time estimated noted \( \text{EOT}_i \). \( \text{EOT}_i \) corresponds to the date (in simulation time), below which \( A_i \) guarantees it will not send new external output event. Therefore, each coupling artifact \( C_{ij} \) can store an EOT (initially equal to 0). \( A_i \) shares its \( \text{EOT}_i \) by updating the EOT of its output coupling artifacts.

Each m-agent \( A_i \) uses the EOTs of all of its input coupling artifacts to compute its Earliest Input Time estimated noted \( \text{EIT}_i \). This \( \text{EIT}_i \) corresponds to the date (in simulated time) below which \( A_i \) will not receive any new external input event. \( \text{EIT}_i \) corresponds to the minimum EOT of all of \( A_i \)’s input coupling artifacts. Therefore, each m-agent \( A_i \) accesses the EOT of all of its input coupling artifacts.

For each m-agent \( A_i \), all the events (internal or external) with a timestamp inferior or equal to \( \text{EIT}_i \) are said to be safe to process. In order to fulfill the causality constraint, each m-agent must process only safe events, and in an increasing timestamp order.

The \( \text{EOT}_i \) of each m-agent \( A_i \) is equal to the minimum between:

- the date of its model’s next internal event \( nt_i \)
- the date of \( \text{EIT}_i \) plus its model’s minimum propagation delay \( D_i \).

\[
\text{EOT}_i = \min(\text{nt}_i, \text{EIT}_i + D_i)
\]

\( D_i (D_i > 0) \) corresponds to the minimum delay (in simulated time) below which the processing of an external event can’t schedule a new internal event in a model \( m_i \). \( D_i \) has to be determined for each model \( m_i \) in the multi-model.

To store and access its EOT, each coupling artifact \( C_{ij} \) proposes two functions:

- \( A_i \) can use the \text{setEOT} to update \( \text{EOT}_i \) in the artifact.
• $A_j$ can use the $getEOT$ to get $EOT_i$.

To execute a conservative simulation of its model $m_i$, each $m$-agent $A_i$ follows this cycle:

1. Get the EOT of each of its input coupling artifact and compute its EIT
2. Process safe events in a temporal increasing order
3. Compute its EOT and update the EOT of its output coupling artifacts.

In order to process safe events in a temporal increasing order, $A_i$ follows this cycle:

1. Getting the time $nt_i$ of its next internal event ($nt_i \in \mathbb{R}$).
2. Getting the time $t_{in_i}$ of $e_{in_i}$, the earliest external event of all its input coupling artifacts. ($t_{in_i} \in \mathbb{R}$)
3. Determining the earliest event between the next internal event and $e_{in_i}$.
4. If this event is safe to process, process it.
5. If this event is an internal event, propagate the resulting output external events to other agents.

We developed a new version of the AA4MM middleware to integrate the new behavior of the $m$-agents and their coordination with the coupling artifacts.

Implementing a multi-model requires the models’ simulators (assumed to exist), their model artifacts and the transformation operations. We detail these aspects in the next section.

7 Proof of concept

In this section, we illustrate the ability of AA4MM to describe and simulate a multi-model composed of different formalisms (with individual-based, equation-based and event-based models), different simulators (models are implemented in Netlogo and ad-hoc simulators) and different perspectives (the models represent the system at different time-scale and at different resolution levels). This proof of concept is inspired from the hybrid traffic modeling of [6].

We want to simulate the car traffic of an highway decomposed into three different parts (Figure 5), each described by a specific model:

- In part 1, the speed is limited to 90 km/h, overtaking is forbidden. This part can be subject to traffic jam. It is described with an individual-based model (see section “The individual-based model of the highway”).

- In part 2, the speed is limited to 130 km/h, overtaking is allowed. This part is described by an event-based model $m_2$ (see section “The event-based model of the highway”).
• In part 3, the traffic can be considered as regular. This part is described by an equation-based model \( m_3 \) (see section “The equation-based model of the highway”).

For demonstration purpose, we consider this highway to be on a toric space: cars that go out of part 3 enter into part 1. The multi-model is described with AA4MM in section “The multi-model of the highway”.

Figure 5: The three parts of the highway.

7.1 The individual-based model of the highway

The individual-based model \( m_1 \) is inspired from the traffic model of NetLogo [23] [22]. Within this model, each car is represented individually as an agent\(^1\). The agents are arranged along an horizontal road. Each agents is described by a position, an orientation (the same for all the agents), and a speed. The behavior of each agent is the following: each time it sees a car too close it decelerates, it accelerates otherwise (up to the speed limit).

The model is based on a cyclic execution: the cars move according to their speeds at each time-step. The model has one output port \( \text{out}_1 \), and one input port \( \text{in}_1 \). An external output event sent through \( \text{out}_1 \) corresponds to the list of the identifiers of cars going out of the road section. An external input event received in \( \text{in}_1 \) corresponds to a list of the identifiers of cars entering the section.

7.2 The event-based model of the highway

The event-based model \( m_2 \) is implemented in an ad-hoc simulator written in Java. This model has three parameters: the length of the road, the minimum and the maximum average speed of a car. Within this model cars are represented individually and described with an identifier and a speed.

It works as follow, when a car enters in the section, its average speed is set randomly according to a given probability distribution between the maximum and minimum average speed of the cars. An internal event corresponds to the exit of a car of the section. The simulator of the model maintains a stack of the internal event according to the exit date of each cars. The model has one output port \( \text{out}_2 \), and one input port \( \text{in}_2 \). An external output event sent through the model’s output port \( \text{out}_2 \) corresponds to a list of the identifiers of cars going out of the section. An external input event received in the model’s input port \( \text{in}_2 \) corresponds to a list of the identifiers of cars entering in the section.

\(^1\)not to be confused with the m-agent of the AA4MM meta-model
7.3 The equation-based model of the highway

The equation-based model $m_3$ corresponds to the macroscopic model of traffic used in [6]. Within this model, the traffic is described as a flow with a car flow rate, a car density and an average speed. This model is a macroscopic representation of the system compared to the representations of the models $m_1$ and $m_2$. This model takes input car flow rate from its input port $in_3$. The output of the model corresponds to the car flow rate going out of the section.

The model $m_3$ is implemented in an ad-hoc simulator written in Java. This simulator solves the flow equation by discretizing the simulation time. The simulator is based on a cyclic execution. External input and output events correspond respectively to input and output flow rate. A time step is equal to twenty time steps of $m_1$.

7.4 The multi-model of the highway

In this section, we detailed how the intuitive multi-model of the highway of figure 6 is described and implemented in AA4MM.

We start by the definition of the model artifacts $I_1$, $I_2$ and $I_3$ for controlling respectively the models $m_1$, $m_2$ and $m_3$. As $m_2$ is an event-based model, defining $I_2$’s functions is a straightforward process. For the models $m_1$ and $m_3$ which have cyclic time-step scheduling policies:

- the $getNextInternalEventTime$ function of $I_1$ and $I_3$ returns the current time of the model plus the duration of a time-step.
- the $processInternalEvent$ function of $I_1$ and $I_3$ executes the model for one time-step.
- the $processExternalEvent$ function of $I_1$ and $I_3$ sends the external event into the models’ input port.
- the $getOutputEvent$ function of $I_1$ and $I_3$ collects the external event from the models’ output port.

![Figure 6: The multi-model of the highway described in an intuitive ambiguous way.](image)

We add three m-agents $A_1$, $A_2$, and $A_3$ for managing the execution of the models $m_1$, $m_2$ and $m_3$.

As $m_1$ and $m_3$ have cyclic time-step scheduling policies, external events can not schedule new internal events. Therefore, the delays $D_1$ and $D_3$ are equal to $+\infty$. $D_2$ is equal to the minimum time needed by a car to cross the road, that is to say the length of the road divided by the maximum average speed of a car in $m_2$.

12
We add the coupling artefacts $C^1_2$, $C^2_3$ and $C^3_1$ managing the interactions between the models. In order to pass from a micro to a macro representation of the system, we add an aggregation operation $agg$ to $C^2_3$ transforming a list of cars into a flow rate. To pass from a macro representation of the system to a micro representation, we add a disaggregation operation $disagg$ to $C^3_1$ transforming flow rate into a list of cars. Figure 7 and table 3 shows how the multi-model of the highway is described using AA4MM.

![Figure 7: The multi-model of the highway described with AA4MM.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output links of $m_1$</td>
<td>$OUT_1 = {(out_1, 2)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input links of $m_1$</td>
<td>$IN_1 = {(3, in_1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output links of $m_2$</td>
<td>$OUT_2 = {(out_2, 3)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input links of $m_2$</td>
<td>$IN_2 = {(1, in_2)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output links of $m_3$</td>
<td>$OUT_3 = {(out_3, 1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input links of $m_3$</td>
<td>$IN_3 = {(2, int_3)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links from $m_1$ to $m_2$</td>
<td>$L^1_2 = {(out_1, in_2, id)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links from $m_2$ to $m_3$</td>
<td>$L^2_3 = {(out_2, in_3, agg)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links from $m_3$ to $m_1$</td>
<td>$L^3_1 = {(out_3, in_1, disagg)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Formalization of the highway multi-model in AA4MM.

To develop this example, we only programmed the code for the interface artifacts and for the operations.

In this proof of concept, we have shown how the multi-agent concepts are used in order to describe an heterogeneous multi-model. Model artifacts manage interoperability of the simulation software with the AA4MM middleware and act as DEVS wrapper. Coupling artefacts’ operations manage the integration of macroscopic and microscopic perspectives of the highway. As the middleware is based on DEVS specifications, we can rely on this formalism to manage the parallel simulation of this heterogeneous multi-model.

8 Conclusion

We have presented in this article the mapping of the DEVS formalism and simulation protocol in the multi-agent concepts of the AA4MM meta-model. This combination
of DEVS with multi-agent concepts enables to integrate heterogeneous formalisms, to perform the parallel simulation of the multi-model, to manage simulators interoperability and to integrate multi-perspective in a multi-model.

We have illustrated these possibilities with a proof of concept.

In future works, we plan to take advantage of the expressive power of the A&A paradigm to formalize dynamic adaptation of the multi-model. For instance, continuing with the highway multi-model as a proof of concept, we wish to dynamically detect when the traffic flow is regular or not, and to switch between a macro or a micro model of the road as done in [24].
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